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Abstract: In this article, a combined experimental and theoretical study has been conducted to 12 

investigate the operating characteristics of a dual compensation chamber loop heat pipe 13 

(DCCLHP) with ammonia as the working fluid under acceleration force conditions. The 14 

DCCLHP with nickel wick consists of a cylindrical evaporator and dual compensation chambers 15 

at both ends of evaporator. In the current study, a new DCCLHP test rig was setup which can 16 

provide the acceleration up to 11 g. Two types of loading mode were utilized for applying heat 17 

load prior to acceleration. The heat load ranges from 25 W to 300 W. Comparisons of operating 18 

performance of the DCCLHP were carried out under both gravity and acceleration conditions. A 19 

novel centrifugal force assist concept is proposed to address the observed operating behavior. 20 

Experimental results show that: (i) the acceleration effect with the proposed orientation could 21 

improve the operation performance of the DCCLHP which may operates at the centrifugal force 22 

driven mode and capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode. The operating temperature profile 23 

at different heat loads shows “/-shape” oblique line with the increase of the acceleration; (ii) the 24 

transition heat load from centrifugal force driven mode to capillary-centrifugal force co-driven 25 

mode changes with the variation of acceleration magnitude at both loading modes; (iii) the 26 

acceleration effect on the operating temperature is remarkably significant as the heat load is less 27 

than 100 W. The operating temperature under acceleration conditions is apparently lower than 28 

that under terrestrial gravity; (iv) the coupling change of the loop pressure, vapor-liquid 29 

distribution, two-phase flow and heat transfer caused by acceleration effect leads to the unique 30 

operation performance of the DCCLHP.  31 

Keywords: loop heat pipe; dual compensation chamber; operating characteristics; elevated 32 

accelerated force; electronic cooling. 33 
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Nomenclature 34 

a      Radial acceleration (m/s2) 35 

g Gravitational acceleration (9.81m/s2) 36 

G     Thermal conductance (W/k) 37 

h Latent heat of vaporization (J/kg) 38 

H Length (m) 39 

ΔH Distance (m) 40 

m mass flow rate (kg/s) 41 

Q Heat load (W) 42 

R Pore radius (m)  43 

T Temperature (K) 44 

ΔT Temperature difference (K) 45 

Δp Pressure difference (Pa) 46 

Greek symbols 47 

v Specific volumes (m3/kg) 48 

θ Contact angle (arc degree) 49 

ρ Density (kg/m3) 50 

σ Surface tension (N/m2) 51 

Subscripts 52 

a   Acceleration 53 

bay   Bayonet tube 54 

cond  Condenser 55 

e   Evaporator 56 

ll   Liquid line 57 

vg   Vapor and liquid 58 

vl   Vapor line 59 

in   At inlet 60 

cap, max Maximum capillary pressure 61 

out   At outlet 62 

r   Radial 63 
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sat   Saturation 64 

total  Total 65 

w   Wick 66 

Acronyms 67 

CC Compensation chamber 68 

CCM Constant conductance mode 69 

DCCLHP Dual compensation chamber loop heat pipe 70 

LHP Loop heat pipe 71 

RTD Resistance temperature detector 72 

VCM Variable conductance mode 73 

1. Introduction 74 

As a passive closed two-phase heat transfer device, loop heat pipes (LHPs) exhibit extremely 75 

attractive performance in many energy-related applications with the features of self-starting, 76 

flexibility, high efficiency and long distance heat transport [1-3]. They use the capillary pressure 77 

to drive the circulation flow and the heat transfer is transported from one location to another. 78 

Since the widely successful applications in the aerospace industry [4-6], the focus and interest of 79 

LHPs have been shifted towards the terrestrial and aeronautics applications [7-9].  80 

With more and more terrestrial applications in heat transfer areas, the effect of the gravitational 81 

force on the LHP performance has become much more important. Over the past two decades, 82 

many research efforts have been devoted to the LHP behaviors under positive or adverse elevation, 83 

which refers to the condenser above or below the evaporator [10-13]. Chen et al. [14] 84 

experimentally studied the performance of a miniature LHP with a cylindrical evaporator for 85 

horizontal and four vertical orientations. They presented that the steady-state operating 86 

performance was similar for different orientations with 132 mm positive and adverse elevation. 87 

There was a high start-up temperature under positive elevation. However, the start-up failed under 88 

adverse elevation at the sink temperature of 15 oC. At low heat load, the LHP operating 89 

temperature increased with the adverse elevation. The reason has been explained by Ku [15]. Due 90 

to gravitational head effect, the pressure difference across the wick increased, so would the 91 

saturation temperature difference. It successively resulted in an increased heat leak. Since the 92 
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amount of subcooling of the liquid returning back to the compensation chamber (CC) did not 93 

change, the CC temperature increased to provide enough subcooling to balance the increased heat 94 

leak. Chuang [16, 17] firstly proposed the operating theory under gravity-assisted conditions on 95 

the basis of the experimental data and visualization observations. The operating temperature 96 

profiles at 25.4 mm, 76.2 mm and 127.0 mm positive elevation were explained in detail in the 97 

pressure-temperature diagram. Flow visualization results successfully validated the theory and 98 

clearly showed vapor-liquid two-phase flow in the vapor line as operating at gravity-controlled 99 

mode. When the total pressure drop of the system was lower than the maximum gravitational 100 

pressure head, this pressure head itself was enough to circulate the flow in the loop. The pores of 101 

the wick were filled with liquid and there was no meniscus. Riehl [18] performed a series of tests 102 

on the acetone LHP under horizontal position and with the evaporator above or below the 103 

condenser. It was found that the LHP could reliably operate at all situations even at the heat load 104 

as low as 1.0 W. Comparing to the horizontal position, there were higher operating temperatures 105 

under the evaporator above and lower operating temperatures under the evaporator below. Chang 106 

et al. [19] carried out visualization study of a LHP with two evaporators and one condenser under 107 

gravity-assisted condition. They found that the heat leak ratio and two-phase flow region at 108 

gravity-driven mode were smaller and longer than those at capillary-gravity codriven mode 109 

except at 10/10 W when the condenser was filled with liquid. The heat load sharing phenomenon 110 

for two evaporators disappeared at the gravity-driven mode because of the effect of the 111 

gravitational head.  112 

A comprehensive 1-D steady-state model of an ammonia LHP was developed by Chuang et al. 113 

[20] to predict the operating temperature under both zero and adverse elevations. The 114 

comparisons with experimental data showed in good agreement. But under the positive elevations, 115 

large deviation from the test data was observed. The gravity effects on the operating performance 116 

of the LHP with flat evaporator have been investigated experimentally by Mo et al. [21] for four 117 

different orientations. It was found that a higher operating temperature and thermal resistance 118 

occurred at adverse elevation but a lower operating temperature and thermal resistance at positive 119 

elevation. Moreover, the temperature oscillations were observed at positive elevation. Bai et al. 120 

[22] experimentally studied the steady-state operating characteristics of an ammonia-stainless 121 

LHP at gravity-assisted attitude and compared with the results under horizontal and adverse 122 
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elevation attitudes. They proposed two driving modes as operating under gravity-assisted attitude: 123 

gravity-driven mode and capillary-gravity co-driven mode. According to the system pressure 124 

balance and the energy balance inside the CC, they explained the reasons of the lower operating 125 

temperature under the gravity driven mode in detail. Afterwards, they [23] further established a 126 

steady-state mathematical model of a LHP under gravity-assisted operation in terms of both 127 

driving modes and validated against the experimental data. The variations of transition heat load 128 

and mass flow rate, steady-state operating temperature and thermal conductance under various 129 

positive elevations were analyzed. They also found that the thermal conductance of the LHP 130 

increased with the increase of positive elevation, especially in the variable conductance region. 131 

In their latest study [24], they confirmed that dual compensation chamber LHP (DCCLHP) with 132 

an extended bayonet tube could enhance the cooling to CCs and successfully start up at different 133 

heat loads in the horizontal orientation. For an ammonia-stainless steel DCCLHP, Feng et al. [25] 134 

experimentally investigated the operating instability under different orientations. The temperature 135 

hysteresis and temperature oscillations were observed under gravity-assisted elevations and 136 

antigravity elevations. The thermal vacuum test of the LHP with the condenser above the 137 

evaporator and CC was conducted and the operating behavior was studied by Ku et al [26]. It was 138 

found that the requirement of control heater power on the CC was much higher than that predicted. 139 

The essential cause was the fluid flow and CC temperature oscillations, which was caused by the 140 

interaction between gravity and CC heating, and was deteriorated by the variable gravitational 141 

pressure head.  142 

Different from the conditions in the gravity field, the LHP operating in the acceleration fields 143 

can show some unique operating characteristics. It is recognized that experimental studies on the 144 

effect of acceleration on the operating characteristics are very limited. Utilizing a spin table to 145 

examine the various acceleration effects on start-up performance, Ku et al. [27] carried out several 146 

different experiments on a miniature anhydrous ammonia-aluminum LHP under two mounting 147 

configurations. One was horizontal with the CC and liquid line outboard on the spin table, the 148 

other was horizontal with the evaporator and vapor line outboard on the spin table. The conditions 149 

included LHP start-up before applying acceleration and vice versa. The acceleration profiles 150 

consisted of constant radial acceleration 1.2 g and 4.8 g, as well as the combination of these both 151 

acceleration magnitudes. Their results revealed that the LHP could start up successfully in all 152 
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experiments. The wall superheat was independent of input heat load and acceleration. As an 153 

extension of the previous investigation, they [28] also studied the temperature stability of the 154 

same LHP under different acceleration and heat load conditions. It was observed that the 155 

acceleration force led to the redistribution of the working fluid in the evaporator, condenser and 156 

CC, which affected the operating performance finally. In each experiment, the LHP could operate 157 

normally.  158 

According to the investigations on the operating performance of a titanium-water LHP under 159 

standard and acceleration fields conducted by Fleming et al. [29], it was found that dry-out 160 

conditions occurred at varying radial accelerations from 0 g to 10 g for the heat loads from 100 161 

W to 400 W, but did not occur at 400 W and 600 W under 10 g conditions. Periodic fluid flow 162 

reversal was observed for some cases. The evaporative heat transfer coefficient and thermal 163 

resistance were slightly dependent on the radial acceleration. It should be noted that the 164 

acceleration vector directed from the evaporator to the condenser. Yerkes et al. [30] used a 165 

titanium-water LHP with the same design parameters as studied by Fleming et al. [29] to 166 

investigate the steady periodic sine acceleration effects on the operating performance. The radial 167 

acceleration magnitude and frequency ranged from 0.5 g to 10 g and 0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz, 168 

respectively. The heat load was from 300 W to 600 W. Their results revealed that the acceleration 169 

force complemented the thermodynamic force to improve the LHP dynamic performance but the 170 

converse was always true as the acceleration force countered the thermodynamic force in some 171 

cases. In their further study on the transient operating behavior of a titanium-water LHP [31], a 172 

phase-coupled evaporator heat load to acceleration were produced as periodic sine functions with 173 

a fixed frequency. The dynamic performance at different condenser temperatures were evaluated 174 

at various heat loads and acceleration loads. It was believed that the nature frequency of the fluid 175 

motion inside the condenser could cause the delayed failure of the LHP. In our previous work [32, 176 

33], the steady-state and transient operating performances of a DCCLHP at four different 177 

horizontal arrangements have been studied as the heat load and acceleration force were applied 178 

simultaneously and the heat load was applied firstly until the loop reached a steady state and then 179 

the acceleration force was applied. It was found that the operating behaviors under the 180 

arrangement of the evaporator relative to the condenser locating at the outboard of the rotational 181 

arm were evidently distinct from those under the other three arrangements. The effect at the 182 
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special arrangement was similar with that at gravity-assisted position. The centrifugal force 183 

became the driving force to pump the circulation flow.  184 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no open published reports on the theoretical 185 

and/or experimental studies on the operating characteristics of the DCCLHP under acceleration 186 

fields where the acceleration effect contributed to the returning liquid going back to the CC. 187 

Therefore, in the present work, the operating characteristics of the DCCLHP under the 188 

acceleration assisted conditions were further investigated experimentally. Two types of loading 189 

mode were used for the heat load and acceleration load, i.e., applying the heat load until the loop 190 

getting to a steady state and then applying the acceleration and simultaneously applying the heat 191 

load and acceleration. In the current study, a novel acceleration force assisted concept is proposed 192 

to explain the observed unique phenomena, in which the loop may operate at the centrifugal force 193 

driven mode and centrifugal-capillary co-driven mode. The influences of different heat loads and 194 

acceleration magnitudes on the operating behavior were analyzed in a systematical manner. The 195 

effect of the acceleration magnitudes on the transition heat load separating the DCCLHP 196 

operation into centrifugal force driven mode and capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode at 197 

both loading modes was discussed. The results would be helpful for deep understanding the LHP 198 

operating mechanism under acceleration fields.  199 

2. Experimental setup 200 

In the current work, an ammonia-stainless strain DCCLHP is designed and manufactured. An 201 

acceleration simulation test rig is established at the Reliability and Environmental Engineering 202 

Laboratory at Beihang University, Beijing, China. The test rig can be utilized to experimentally 203 

investigate the acceleration force-assisted operating behavior of the DCCLHP under acceleration 204 

fields. 205 

2.1. Test section 206 

Fig. 1 presents a photo of the ammonia-stainless steel DCCLHP and the internal construction 207 

of the evaporator and CCs, which is manufactured by China Academy of Space Technology. The 208 

overall dimension of the DCCLHP is 565 mm (Length) × 469 mm (Width) × 27 mm (Highth). A 209 

primary nickel wick has a pore radius of 1.5 μm and there is no secondary wick. A bayonet is 210 

used to drive the vapor bubbles out of the evaporator core, which is extended to the middle 211 
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position of the evaporator core from the liquid line. For the purpose of convenience, the CC that 212 

is not passed through by the bayonet is called CC1 and the other one is called CC2. The transport 213 

lines are all stainless steel smooth-walled tubes with an outer diameter of 3.0 mm. The condenser 214 

tube is welded to several copper plates. These copper plates are contacted thermally with a water 215 

cooled heat sink with thermal conductive grease and provide the required surface area for the 216 

heat dissipation. Table 1 lists the primary geometrical features of the DCCLHP. In order to reduce 217 

the influence of the external air convection, the whole loop was wrapped with thermal insulation 218 

materials (Rubber Foam Thermal Insulation Sheet, 0.034 W/(m·K)) and installed in a stainless 219 

steel enclosure filled with glass wool. 220 

  221 

(a) Photo of the DCCLHP 222 

 223 

(b) Internal construction of evaporation and CCs 224 

Fig. 1. A photo of the DCCLHP and internal construction of evaporator and CCs. 225 

 226 
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Table 1. The primary geometrical features of the DCCLHP 227 

Wick Material Nickel  

 O.d./i.d.× Length 18 mm/6 mm×190 mm 

 Pore radius 1.5 μm 

 Porosity 55% 

 Permeability >5×10-14 m2 

Evaporator Material Stainless steel 

 O.d./i.d. × Length of casing 20 mm/18 mm × 209 mm 

CC Material Stainless steel 

 O.d./i.d. × Length 27 mm/25 mm × 64 mm 

 Number 2 

Vapor line Material Stainless steel 

 O.d./i.d. × Length 3 mm/2.6 mm × 225 mm 

Liquid line Material Stainless steel 

 O.d./i.d. × Length 3 mm/2.6 mm × 650 mm 

Condenser Material of tube Stainless steel 

 O.d./i.d. × Length 3 mm/2.6 mm × 2200 mm 

 Material of plate Copper 

 Number of plate 6 

 Length × Width × High 350 mm × 30 mm × 1 mm 

 228 

2.2. Experimental apparatus and procedure 229 

In the current work, an experimental apparatus was designed and built to facilitate testing of 230 

the DCCLHP under acceleration conditions, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. It is mainly 231 

composed of acceleration simulating and control subsystem, data acquisition and control 232 

subsystem, water cooling circulation subsystem as well as test section. The detailed descriptions 233 

of each subsystem can be referred to Ref [32, 33]. For the purpose of completeness, a brief 234 

introduction of the test rig will be mentioned here.  235 
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 236 

(a) Schematic layout of the experimental apparatus 237 

 238 

(b) overview photo of the centrifuge and test section 239 

Fig. 2. Schematic layout of experimental apparatus and overview photo of the centrifuge and 240 

test section. (a) Schematic layout of experimental apparatus. (b) overview photo of the 241 

centrifuge and test section. 242 

Centrifuge axis
Test section

Rotatory arm

Gear box

Junction terminal
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The DCCLHP was placed in horizontal orientation on the rotatory arm, as shown in Fig. 3. The 243 

evaporator and CCs were located at the outer edge of the rotatory arm and the axis of the 244 

evaporator and CCs was perpendicular to the direction of the radial acceleration. In order to make 245 

the acceleration ratio in all the loop suffered fall in the range from 90% to 130%, which was 246 

required by GB/T2423.15, the center of the test article located at the radius of 2.0 m and the 247 

setting value of the rotating radius of the centrifuge was set to 1.9 m. The continuous operation 248 

of the centrifuge for no more than an hour was required due to safety concerns. 249 

A flexible polyimide film electric resistance heater adhesively attached to the outer wall of the 250 

evaporator was used to apply heat load on the evaporator. Different heat loads could be produced 251 

by adjusting the output current ranged from 0 to 5 A and voltage of the DC power supply 252 

(DH1716A-13) ranged from 0 to 250 V, respectively. The amount of heat applying on the 253 

evaporator was transmitted to the cooling water inside the aluminum cold plate (type 6061). In 254 

order to maintain the same heat sink temperature, the cooling water at the thermostatic water tank 255 

was kept at 19 oC. 256 

 257 

Fig. 3. Configuration of DCCLHP mounted on the centrifuge. 258 

During the test, resistance temperature detectors (RTDs, ±0.06 oC at 0 oC) PT100 were used to 259 

monitor the temperature profile of the DCCLHP and the temperature at both inlet and outlet of 260 

the cold plate. The position illustration of the RTDs adhered on the outer wall of each component 261 

of the DCCLHP is schematically presented in Fig. 4. RTD1 and RTD2 were located at the top of 262 
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the CC1 and CC2 outer surface, respectively. RTD3 was attached on the evaporator, while RTD4 263 

was closed to the outlet of the vapor line. RTD5 and RTD6 were located at the middle position 264 

of the U shape bend of the condenser, respectively. RTD7, RTD8 and RTD9 were placed at the 265 

inlet, middle and outlet of the liquid line. RTD10 and RTD11 were used to measure the 266 

temperatures of the cooling water at both inlet and outlet of the cold plate. RTD12 was used to 267 

monitor the surrounding ambient temperature. Four-wire system of these RTDs was utilized to 268 

measure the temperature. Moreover, calibration of RTDs was conducted by the thermostatic water 269 

bath method prior to the real experiment. For the surrounding ambient temperature and the 270 

cooling water temperature at both inlet and outlet of the cold plate, the range of 16 to 30 oC with 271 

2 oC intervals was expected to calibrate the corresponding RTDs. While for the loop temperature, 272 

the prospective range of 18-60 oC in 2 oC intervals was used to calibrate the corresponding RTDs.  273 

 274 

Fig. 4. Schematic location of RTDs along the loop. 275 

When starting the real experiment, the cooling water firstly circulates until the entire system 276 

reaches to a steady state. The start-up time of the centrifuge is set to 30 s which required for the 277 

acceleration to reach a set value. Then the heat load or the acceleration load was applied. In the 278 

current work, there are two different loading modes. The loading mode I refers to the heat load is 279 

firstly applied on the evaporator and then the acceleration load is applied when the DCCLHP 280 

operates to a steady state under terrestrial gravity. On the other hand, the loading mode II stands 281 
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for both the heat load and acceleration load are applied at the same time. For the purpose of 282 

comparisons, a series of tests were firstly conducted under terrestrial gravity to obtain the basic 283 

operating performance of the DCCLHP. Afterwards, the above two loading modes are used to 284 

study the effect of the acceleration magnitude and heat load on the operating performance of the 285 

DCCLHP under acceleration fields. There are totally six various radial acceleration magnitudes 286 

(ar=1 g, 3 g, 5 g, 7 g, 9 g, 11 g) and six heat loads (Qe=25 W, 80 W, 150 W, 200 W, 250 W, 300 287 

W) implemented in the current test. It should be noted that the gravity is always at work in all 288 

experiments. The maximum continuous operating time of the centrifuge can not exceed 1 h for 289 

the safety issue. The surrounding ambient temperature in the test room was kept at around 26.0 290 

oC by air conditioning. The cooling water temperature at the inlet of the cold plate was maintained 291 

from 19.8 to 21.3 oC. 292 

3. Experimental results and discussion 293 

The following sections mainly present the experimental data under both terrestrial gravity and 294 

acceleration fields for the purpose of comparison. The operating characteristics of the DCCLHP 295 

under terrestrial gravity will be firstly described. Then the operating characteristics of the 296 

DCCLHP subjected to acceleration force assisted are shown at loading mode I and loading mode 297 

II, respectively. Finally, the temperature control performance of the DCCLHP subjected to 298 

acceleration force assisted will be analyzed in detail.  299 

3.1. Operating performance under terrestrial gravity field 300 

For the purpose of understanding the operating performance of the DCCLHP under terrestrial 301 

gravity field, the experimental data of the steady state operating conditions at horizontal position 302 

are shown in Fig. 5. The temperatures at different locations of the entire loop are presented. 303 

Noting that the DCCLHP cannot reach a steady state within 1 hr under both 25 W and 80 W 304 

conditions, the maximum temperauters of the evaporator and the other components are used in 305 

Fig. 5.   306 
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 307 

Fig. 5 Loop temperatures vs heat load under terrestrial gravity 308 

It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5 that the operating temperature of the DCCLHP shows a 309 

typical “V-shape” trend as the evaporator temperature against heat load [2, 23]. When the heat 310 

load is below 250 W, the DCCLHP operates at variable conductance mode (VCM). The 311 

temperature of CC1 is greater than that of CC2, which is caused by the cooling effect of the 312 

returning liquid. The temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the liquid line show small variation 313 

with the increase of the heat load. When the heat load is equal or greater than 250 W, it operates 314 

at the constant conductance mode (CCM), the temperatures of both CCs are nearly the same and 315 

close to the temperature of the liquid line, which all ascend with the increase of the heat load. 316 

Fig. 6 depicts the temperature profiles of the loop with time at 25 W under terrestrial gravity. 317 

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the temperatures of the evaporator, vapor line and CCs show a 318 

consistent increase to its maximum value followed by a nearly steady value. The temperatures of 319 

the liquid line are kept almost constant. After the heat load is applied at 50 s, the evaporator 320 

temperature rises from 24.9 oC to 25.2 oC. Simutaneously, the temperature at the outlet of the 321 

vapor line augments from 24.5 oC to 24.8 oC. The inlet temperature of the liquid line drops 322 

gradually. It indicates that the positive flow circulation is established in the loop and the DCCLHP 323 

starts up. From 84 s to 384 s, the temperatures of the evaporator, vapor line and CC1 remain 324 
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almost constant.  325 

After 384 s, the temperatures of the loop except for the liquid line augment again. There is the 326 

same level of the liquid in the CCs and core, which determines their thermal link under terrestrial 327 

conditions. Due to the cooling effect of the returning liquid, the CC2 temperautre is lower than 328 

that of the CC1. With the increase of the evaporator temperature, the heat leak from the evaporator 329 

to the CCs increases. On the other hand, the temperature difference between the evaporator and 330 

CCs keeps almost unchange after approximate 1400 s. In accordance with the Clausis-Clapeyrong 331 

equation, the pressure difference between inside and outside wick also maintains constant. 332 

T
T

h
T

dT

dp
p =








=

vg

vg

sat 
                                (1) 333 

where hvg is the heat of vaporization of the working fluid, vvg is the difference in the vapor and 334 

liquid specific volumes, Δp is equal to the total pressure drop of the loop minus the pressure drop 335 

through the wick, ΔT is the temperature difference between the evaporator and the CC. 336 

 337 

Fig. 6. Temperature profiles of the loop with time at 25 W under terrestrial gravity. 338 

For a given heat load, the sink temperature and ambinet temperature, the length of the vapor-339 

liquid two-phase zone in the condenser would not change and the mass flow rate in the loop is 340 

kept constant. Thus, the subcooling of the returning liquid does not change. As a consequence, 341 
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the cooling capacity of the returning liquid is not able to balance the heat leakage from the 342 

evaporator to the CCs. The thermal equlibrium can not reach for the DCCLHP.  343 

The condenser is not fully used in terms of the inlet temperature of the liquid line. Because the 344 

evaporator temperature reaches 58.6 oC at 2622 s, the heat load is removed as taking the safety 345 

into consideration.  346 

3.2. Operating performance at loading mode I 347 

For the loading mode I, the DCCLHP firstly operates to a steady state under terrestrial gravity. 348 

Then the acceleration force is applied and a new steady state is achieved. Fig. 7 presents the 349 

steady state temperatures of each element of the DCCLHP at different heat loads under 1 g, 3 g, 350 

5 g and 7 g conditions. From Fig. 7, it can be found that the operating behavior shows a “V-shape” 351 

curve at a small acceleration magnitude, whereas it shows a “/-shape” curve at a large acceleration 352 

magnitude. Under different acceleration conditions, the CC1 temperature is lower than that of the 353 

CC2. With the increase of the acceleration, the temperature difference between each element of 354 

the DCCLHP becomes small. Especially for a small heat load, the temperatures of the vapor line, 355 

CCs and liquid line are very close to each other.  356 

 357 

(a) 1 g 358 
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 359 

(b) 3 g 360 

 361 

(c) 5 g 362 
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 363 

(d) 7 g 364 

Fig. 7. Steady state operating temperature of the loop vs heat load at loading mode I under 1 365 

g, 3 g, 5 g and 7 g conditions. (a) 1 g. (b) 3 g. (c) 5 g. (d) 7 g. 366 

As demonstrated in Fig. 7(a), when the heat load is 150 W, the temperatures at the inlet and 367 

outlet of the liquid line are close to the sink temperature. The cooling effect of the returning liquid 368 

results in the temperature of the CC2 far below that of the CC1. As the heat load increases to 200 369 

W, the mass flow rate of the working fluid inside the loop is larger than that at 150 W. The outlet 370 

temperature of the liquid line is slightly higher than that at 150 W. Thus, the subcooling of the 371 

returning liquid increases. This can balance more heat leak from the evaporator to the CCs. 372 

Consequently, the temperatures of the evaporator and CCs drop. When the heat load increases to 373 

200 W or even higher to 300 W, the subcooling of the returning liquid is difficult to balance the 374 

extra heat leak. The temperatures of the CC1 and evaporator will rise. Under 1 g condition, the 375 

effect of the acceleration does not obviously alter the “V-shape” trend of the steady state operating 376 

temperature. 377 

In Fig. 7(b), as the acceleration magnitude increases to 3 g, the “V-shape” trend of the operating 378 

temperature becomes unobvious. The evaporator temperature at 150 W drops to be close to that 379 

at 200 W. Compared Fig. 7(b) to Fig. 7(a), the temperature difference among the evaporator, 380 
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vapor line and CCs becomes smaller at 150 W and 200 W. While the temperature difference 381 

shows almost no change for the cases of 250 W and 300 W. When the acceleration magnitude 382 

increases to 5 g, the “V-shape” trend changes to the “/-shape” trend completely, as shown in Fig. 383 

7(c). It should be noted that the temperature difference among the CCs, vapor line and liquid line 384 

is approximate within 1 oC at 150 W. While the temperature distributions of the evaporator, CCs, 385 

vapor line and liquid line at each heat load except for 150 W are similar with those under 1 g and 386 

3 g conditions. The evaporator temperature at 150 W, 200 W and 250 W is lower than that at the 387 

same heat load under 3 g conditions. As the acceleration magnitude is 7 g shown in Fig. 7(d), the 388 

same trend of the operating temperature as the case of 5 g exhibits. It is at 150 W and 200 W that 389 

the temperatures of the CCs, vapor line and liquid line show a small difference. The temperature 390 

distributions of the loop components at 250 W and 300 W are similar with those under 1 g, 3 g 391 

and 5 g conditions.  392 

From the above experimental data, a unique phenomenon is revealed as the DCCLHP operates 393 

in a large acceleration field. The operation of the DCCLHP subjected to acceleration force is a 394 

bit similar to that with gravity assist under the terrestrial gravity conditions [15, 22]. In the current 395 

work, a new operating mode of the DCCLHP, namely, centrifugal force-dominated mode is 396 

proposed. For a small heat load and large acceleration, the DCCLHP can operate at the centrifugal 397 

force-dominated mode, in which the flow circulation of the working fluid is only driven by the 398 

centrifugal force. In other words, the flow circulation in the loop is driven by the net pressure 399 

difference from liquid head by the effect of the centrifugal acceleration. Thus, significant 400 

deviation from the “V-shape” curve of the operating temperature is caused by the effect. The 401 

detailed descriptions on the physical mechanism of the centrifugal force-dominated operation 402 

will be discussed in section 3.4.  403 

Fig. 8 depicts the steady state operating temperature and thermal conductance of the DCCLHP 404 

at loading mode I. Here, the thermal conductance of the DCCLHP was determined by the heat 405 

load on the evaporator, the evaporator temperature and the average temperature of the cold plate:  406 

e

cpe -

Q
G

T T
=                 (2) 407 

where �̅�cp = 0.5(𝑇out + 𝑇in)  is the average cold plate temperature, Tin and Tout are the 408 

temperature at the inlet and outlet of the cold plate, respectively. Qe is the heat load on the 409 
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evaporator. 410 

 411 

(a) Operating temperature 412 

 413 

(b) Thermal conductance 414 

Fig. 8 Steady state operating temperature and thermal conductance of the DCCLHP at loading 415 

mode I. (a) Operating temperature. (b) Thermal conductance. 416 

It can be clearly seen from Fig. 8(a) that the classic “V-shape” curve of the operating 417 

temperature with heat load gradually degenerates to “/-shape” oblique line with increasing the 418 
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acceleration. The effect of the acceleration on the operating temperature is more pronounced as 419 

the heat load is small. The operating temperature under acceleration conditions is apparently 420 

lower than that under terrestrial gravity. In general, with the increase of the acceleration, the 421 

operating temperature decreases for each heat load. For the case of smaller heat load, the amount 422 

of decrease is greater. For example, the operating temperature at 300 W under 1 g to 7 g conditions 423 

ranges from 41.6 oC to 42.8 oC, whereas at 150 W it ranges from 32.4 oC to 45 oC.  424 

From Fig. 8(b), it can be proved that the thermal conductance of the DCCLHP is a function of 425 

acceleration magnitude and heat load for a given ambient temperature and sink temperature. The 426 

thermal conductance increases with the increase of the acceleration magnitude at a fixed heat 427 

load. It should be noted that the variation of the thermal conductance along with the acceleration 428 

is more obvious as the heat load is smaller. For the case of terrestrial gravity, the DCCLHP would 429 

operate under CCM as the heat load is 250 W and 300 W, whereas it operates under VCM at 150 430 

W and 200 W.  431 

However, when the acceleration magnitude is 7 g, the thermal conductance keeps almost 432 

unchanged at all heat loads and the operating of the DCCLHP should be referred to CCM. 433 

Additionally, according to the results shown in Fig. 7(d), the condenser is fully utilized at 150 W 434 

and 200 W while most of it is used at 250 W and 300 W. Thus, the concept of the variable or 435 

constant conductance defined for the operating mode of LHP under terrestrial gravity should not 436 

be suitable for the case of acceleration. It is suggested that centrifugal force driven mode or 437 

capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode would be used to describe the operation of the 438 

DCCLHP.  439 

3.3. Operating performance at loading mode II 440 

Compared with the results under terrestrial gravity, the DCCLHP can be able to operate under 441 

steady state at 25 W and 80 W with loading mode II. Fig. 9 reveals the steady temperature of the 442 

loop versus heat load with loading mode II under 3 g, 5 g, 7 g, 9 g and 11 g, respectively. It can 443 

be determined from Fig. 9 that the effect of the acceleration could make the temperature 444 

difference between each element of the entire loop become smaller under larger acceleration 445 

conditions. Regarding the temperatures of the evaporator, CCs and vapor line are within a very 446 

small range, which are evidently different from those under terrestrial gravity and loading mode 447 

I, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 8, respectively. When the heat load is 25 W, the operating 448 
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temperature of the DCCLHP is not more than 26 oC under acceleration conditions, which is very 449 

close to the sink temperature. With the increase of the acceleration, the “V-shape” curve trend of 450 

the operating temperature changes to “/-shape” trend with the heat load. Under small acceleration 451 

conditions, the temperature of the liquid line deviates far away from that of the other components. 452 

Moreover, this deviation is more pronounced at large heat load.  453 

As demonstrated in Fig. 9(a), when the acceleration magnitude is 3 g, the operating temperature 454 

shows an obvious “V-shape” curve in the range from 200 W to 300 W. As the heat load is below 455 

200 W, the operating temperature increases nearly linearly with the heat load. When the heat load 456 

changes from 200 W to 300 W, the operating temperature firstly drops and then rises. According 457 

to the temperatures of the condenser, it is clearly observed that a portion of the condenser is used 458 

as the heat load is equal or less than 200 W. When the heat load is equal or larger than 250 W, the 459 

condenser would not be fully opened in terms of the temperature of the inlet of the condenser and 460 

the liquid line. It is at 200 W that the operating temperature reaches to the maximum value of 461 

40.7 oC among all the heat loads. At 25 W, it reaches the minimum value of 25.9 oC. 462 

 463 

(a) 3g 464 
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 465 

(b) 5g 466 

 467 

(c) 7g 468 
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 469 

(d) 9g 470 

 471 

(e) 11g 472 

Fig. 9 Steady state operating temperature vs heat load at loading mode II under 3g, 5g, 7g, 9g 473 

and 11g. (a) 3g. (b) 5g. (c) 7g. (d) 9g. (e) 11g. 474 
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When the acceleration increases to 5 g, as shown in Fig. 9(b), the temperatures of the 475 

evaporator, vapor line and CCs show a remarkable drop with the heat load of 80 W, 150 W and 476 

200 W. The traditional “V-shape” curve degenerates into a “/-shape” oblique line. As the heat 477 

load is 25 W and 80 W, the temperature difference in the whole loop almost keeps within 1.4 oC. 478 

It is expected that the vapor-liquid two-phase flow occurs inside the vapor line and condenser. 479 

This phenomenon is similar to that with loading mode I under 150 W and 5 g conditions. As a 480 

result, the DCCLHP operates at centrifugal force driven mode. As the heat load exceeds 150 W, 481 

a portion of the condenser is used. It needs to be noted that the loop temperature oscillates at 150 482 

W. Compared with the case of 3 g, the operating temperature at 200 W drops to 36.1 oC. At 300 483 

W, the operating temperature reaches to the maximum value of 39.0 oC.  484 

In Fig. 9(c), the effect of the acceleration further reduces the operating temperature at 200 W. 485 

While the operating temperature changes a little at the other heat loads. Under 7 g condition, it is 486 

expected that the DCCLHP operates at centrifugal force driven mode at 25 W and 150 W with 487 

the condenser is fully open. Under the other heat loads, the condenser would not be fully used. In 488 

comparison with the case of 5 g at 80 W, the loop temperature oscillation occurs. The operating 489 

temperature increases approximate 1.8 oC. The vapor-liquid interface moves to somewhere 490 

between the point 9 and 10. The operating temperature at 25 W and 300 W is 23.6 oC and 38.8 491 

oC, respectively. 492 

When the acceleration is 9 g, as shown in Fig. 9(d), the operating temperature at each heat load 493 

changes a little in contrast to that at 7 g. The temperature of the liquid line is closer to the 494 

temperature of the vapor line and condenser. The heat load range operating at the centrifugal force 495 

driven mode expands to 200 W. A portion of the condenser is used for the heat load 80 W, 250 W 496 

and 300 W. Noting that the temperature oscillation occurs as well. The operating temperature at 497 

25 W and 300 W is 24.1 oC and 39.3 oC, respectively. 498 

As shown in Fig. 9(e), as the acceleration magnitude increases to 11 g, the temperatures of the 499 

liquid line are closer to the temperature of the vapor line and condenser. The operating 500 

temperature shows a slight change comparing with that at 9 g. The heat load range of the 501 

centrifugal force driven mode is from 25 W to 200 W. Furthermore, the entire condenser is used 502 

within the heat load range. It should be noted that the temperature oscillation does not occur at 503 

80 W. The operating temperature at 25 W and 300 W is 23.7 oC and 39.0 oC, respectively. 504 
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The steady state operating temperature and thermal conductance at loading mode II are shown 505 

in Fig. 10. The experimental data under standard gravity conditions are also presented for the 506 

purpose of comparison. It can be clearly seen that the operating temperature under standard 507 

gravity is obviously higher than that under acceleration conditions for a fixed heat load. As the 508 

heat load is less than 200 W, the operating temperature variation with the heat load shows an 509 

opposite trend under between standard gravity and acceleration conditions. With the increase of 510 

the acceleration magnitude, the operating temperature decreases generally. The decrease ratio 511 

increases with decreasing heat load. Under high acceleration conditions above 5 g, the operating 512 

temperature presents an approximately linear increase with the heat load. Additionally, the 513 

operating temperature at different acceleration presents a slight change at a fixed heat load. For 514 

instance, the operating temperature at 300 W is in the range from 36.6 oC to 37.2 oC as the 515 

acceleration magnitude ranges from 3 g to 11 g. When the acceleration magnitude exceeds a 516 

critical value, the operating temperature at a given heat load changes slightly as further increasing 517 

the acceleration. Similarly, when the heat load exceeds a critical value, the operating temperature 518 

also changes slightly with the acceleration.  519 

From Fig. 10(b), it can be found that the effect of acceleration significantly increases the 520 

thermal conductance of the DCCLHP, especially under small heat load and large acceleration 521 

conditions. This indicates that the operating temperature is dependent on the acceleration 522 

magnitude and heat load. Under large acceleration conditions, the increase of the thermal 523 

conductance becomes small. As the acceleration magnitude is 3 g, the thermal conductance 524 

increases monotonically with the heat load. The minimum and maximum value is 5.1 W/K and 525 

20.8 W/K, respectively. Under 5 g condition, the thermal conductance at 200 W is lower than that 526 

at the other heat loads except for 25 W, which is 16.0 W/K. The reason could be that the operating 527 

temperature of the DCCLHP at 200 W is relatively high, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Furthermore, the 528 

high operating temperature should be resulted from the effect of the 5 g acceleration. According 529 

to Eq. (2), the thermal conductance at 200 W is lower than that at 150 W and 250W when the 530 

average temperature of the cold plate is close for these three cases.  531 
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 532 

(a) Operating temperature 533 

 534 

(b) Thermal conductance 535 

Fig. 10. Steady state operating temperature and thermal conductance at loading mode II. (a) 536 

Operating temperature. (b) Thermal conductance. 537 

As the acceleration magnitude is further increased to 7 g, the thermal conductance at the head 538 
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load of 80 W is the smallest for all heat loads. For the case of 25 W, 80 W and 150 W, the steady-539 

state operating temperature of the DCCLHP is 23.6 oC, 28.4 oC and 30.1 oC respectively. The 540 

corresponding average temperature of the cold plate was 21.8 oC, 22.3 oC and 23.0 oC, respectively. 541 

Consequently, the thermal conductance was 14.3 W/K, 13.1 W/K and 21.4 W/K at 25 W, 80 W 542 

and 150 W. It could be the reason that 7 g acceleration leads to the higher operating temperature 543 

at 80 W and further leads to the smallest value of the thermal conductance. In the range from 150 544 

W to 300 W, it changes slightly. Moreover, the thermal conductance under 9 g and 11 g is similar 545 

with this change trend. At 9 g, the thermal conductance ranges from 21.1 W/K to 22.7 W/K at the 546 

heat load from 150 W to 300 W. At 11 g, it ranges from 22.2 W/K to 23.3 W/K with the same 547 

range of the heat load. From the viewpoint of increasing the thermal conductance of the DCCLHP, 548 

the acceleration effect is desirable and advantageous to realize a low operating temperature. 549 

3.4. Analysis of temperature control performance 550 

As described previously, the temperature control performance of the DCCLHP under the above 551 

acceleration conditions shows significant difference from that under terrestrial gravity. In this 552 

section, the operating physical mechanism will be discussed in detail.  553 

3.4.1. Operating principle under acceleration conditions 554 

Based on the principle of LHP operation in gravity [2,16, 23], the total pressure drop of the 555 

loop includes the viscous pressure drops in vapor groove, vapor line, condenser, liquid line and 556 

wick. It is recognized that if the entire loop is not in a horizontal plane, an additional pressure 557 

head applies due to gravity and it could increase or decrease the total pressure drop. In order to 558 

drive the flow circulation, the following inequality must be satisfied. 559 

awbayllcondvlvgtotalmax cap, PPPPPPPPP ++++++=              (2) 560 

where ΔPtotal is the total pressure drop in the loop, ΔPvg is the pressure drop in the vapor grooves, 561 

ΔPvl is the pressure drop in the vapor line, ΔPcond is the pressure drop in the condenser, ΔPll is the 562 

pressure drop in the liquid line, ΔPbay is the pressure drop in the bayonet tube, ΔPw is the pressure 563 

drop in the wick, ΔPg is the possible additional pressure head from the gravity. 564 

The maximum capillary pressure, which is generated from the meniscus located at the vapor-565 

liquid interface in the wick, is given by the Young-Laplace equation. 566 

R
P

cos2
max cap, =                                (3) 567 
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where σ is the surface tension of the working fluid, θ is contact angle between the liquid and the 568 

wick, R is the pore radius of the wick. 569 

If the total pressure drop changes, for instance, the elevation of the evaporator with respect to 570 

the condenser varies, the capillary pressure would be self-adjusted to balance the total pressure 571 

drop by adjusting the contact angle, as shown in ineq. (2). This has been presented for adverse 572 

and positive elevation by numerous experimental and numerical studies. The corresponding 573 

operation of the LHP is named of anti-gravity operation and gravity-assisted operation [23, 25-574 

28].  575 

Similar to the gravitational pressure head, when the LHP operates under an acceleration field, 576 

an additional pressure head is also produced due to the effect of the acceleration. It will also 577 

increase or decrease the total pressure drop of the loop. Thus, the following expression needs to 578 

be satisfied to sustain the flow circulation in the loop.  579 

awickbayllcondvlvgtotalmax cap, PPPPPPPPP ++++++=              (4) 580 

where ΔPa is the possible pressure head from overload acceleration. Noting that the overload 581 

acceleration may exceed the gravity acceleration for many times, the effect of the overload 582 

acceleration plays an significant role.  583 

In the current work, the entire DCCLHP is placed on a horizontal plane, thus, the gravity effect 584 

on the operating performance can be negligible and the gravitational pressure head equals zero. 585 

For a given acceleration direction, as shown in Fig. 11, the pressure head resulted from the 586 

centrifugal acceleration will act on the working fluid in all the loop. Since the acceleration along 587 

radial direction varies, the pressure head resulted from the centrifugal acceleration is different at 588 

different position. For the purpose of simplify, an average acceleration is assumed for all the loop. 589 

As the flow direction of the working fluid is parallel to the acceleration direction, the produced 590 

pressure head will impede or promote the working fluid as an additional force. When the flow 591 

direction is perpendicular to the acceleration direction, the effect of acceleration force on the flow 592 

can be neglected. Consequently, the net pressure head gained from the acceleration can be written 593 

as: 594 

( ) HaP = vla -                                 (5) 595 

where ρl is the density of the liquid phase, a is the radial acceleration, ΔH is the distance between 596 
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the CCs and the vapor-liquid interface in the condenser. ρv is the density of the vapor phase in the 597 

vapor line and condenser as the vapor line is filled with vapor. If the vapor line is filled with 598 

vapor-liquid two-phase flow, an average density of the fluid should be used. 599 

 600 

Fig. 11. Centrifugal pressure head in the loop at horizontal configuration. 601 

Under the configuration in Fig. 11, the net pressure head becomes the driving force of the flow 602 

rather than the flow resistance. Consequently, the combined centrifugal pressure head and 603 

capillary pressure will balance the total pressure drop. The pressure balance equation of the loop 604 

can be expressed as: 605 

wbayllcondvlvgacap PPPPPPPP +++++=++                  (6) 606 

According to Eq. (5), for a given acceleration and heat load, the centrifugal pressure head keeps 607 

constant. As the heat load increases, so will the mass flow rate. If the total pressure drop of the 608 

loop exceeds the centrifugal pressure head, the capillary pressure is required to drive the flow 609 

circulation. The LHP operation is defined as capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode. When 610 

the heat load decreases to a certain critical value at which the total pressure drop is equal to the 611 

centrifugal pressure head, the capillary pressure disappears with 90o contact angle and horizontal 612 

meniscus. As the heat load further decreases, the centrifugal pressure head exceeds the total 613 

pressure drop and the surplus pushes forward a portion of liquid into the vapor line through the 614 

wick. As a consequence, the vapor line is filled with two-phase flow. This operation is called 615 

centrifugal force driven mode.  616 

Under the centrifugal force driven mode, the operating characteristics of the DCCLHP are 617 

significantly different from those under the capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode. The mass 618 

flow rate in the loop is composed of the liquid and the vapor mass flow rate. Under steady state 619 
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conditions, the vapor mass flow rate is proportional to the heat load that applied to the evaporator. 620 

The amount of the liquid driven by the surplus of the centrifugal force automatically changes to 621 

match the pressure balance equation presented in Eq. (5). When the heat load increases, the liquid 622 

mass flow rate decreases. The actual mass flow rate of the loop is as follows: 623 

e hl
total l

-Q Q
m m

h
= +                                    (7) 624 

where mtotal is the total mass flow rate of the working fluid, ml is the mass flow rate of liquid, Qe 625 

is the heat load applied on the evaporator, Qhl is the heat leak from the evaporator to the CC. h is 626 

the latent heat of evaporation of the working fluid. 627 

Additionally, for the LHP operation in acceleration field, an additional inertial force will 628 

change not only the pressure balance of the loop, but also the vapor-liquid distribution, two-phase 629 

flow and heat transfer performance in the entire loop. The combination of the above impacts leads 630 

to unique operation performance of the LHP.  631 

3.4.2. Operation at centrifugal force driven mode 632 

When the LHP operates at centrifugal force driven mode, the centrifugal force becomes the 633 

sole driving force to maintain the flow circulation, which leads to the unique phenomenon as 634 

mentioned above.  635 

For the loading mode I, the loop first operates to a steady state under terrestrial gravity before 636 

loading acceleration. The capillary force balances the total pressure drop. After the acceleration 637 

is applied, the acceleration effect can change the vapor-liquid distribution and two-phase flow in 638 

the loop and further impact on the LHP operation. The stress change of the fluid in the loop is the 639 

essence of the operation change. The centrifugal pressure head from the acceleration decreases 640 

the total pressure drop. Consequently, the capillary pressure decreases. According to Eq. (1), the 641 

evaporator temperature also decreases compared with that in terrestrial gravity, as shown in Fig. 642 

8(a). When the acceleration is 5 g, the centrifugal pressure head from the acceleration is large 643 

enough to balance the total viscous pressure drop at the heat load of 150 W. In addition, the 644 

capillary pressure decreases to zero and the centrifugal force becomes the sole driving force in 645 

terms of Eq. (5). Furthermore, the centrifugal pressure head makes the absolute pressure of the 646 

liquid in the wick higher than that of the vapor in the vapor grooves. Thus, a part of liquid will 647 

be injected into the vapor grooves and downward toward the vapor line. Vapor-liquid two-phase 648 
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flow appears in vapor grooves and vapor line besides the CCs and condenser. As a consequence, 649 

the temperatures of the vapor line, condenser and CCs are almost the same with a slight change 650 

from 29.3 to 30.4 oC. While the heat load increases to 200 W, the temperature distribution of the 651 

loop indicates that there is no liquid in the vapor line and the capillary pressure is beyond zero. 652 

The DCCLHP operates at the capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode. Therefore, the critical 653 

heat load corresponding to the transformation from centrifugal force driven mode to capillary-654 

centrifugal force co-driven mode is a certain value between 150 W and 200 W under 5 g. As the 655 

acceleration increases to 7 g, it is at 150 W and 200 W that the temperatures of the vapor line, 656 

condenser, CCs and liquid line are almost the same. It means that the DCCLHP operates at 657 

centrifugal force driven mode. When the heat load exceeds 250 W, it operates at capillary force 658 

driven mode. Thus, the critical heat load ranges between 200 W and 250 W. Based on the above 659 

analysis, it can be found that there is a critical heat load for a given acceleration, and the critical 660 

heat load increases with the acceleration increasing. Similarly, there is a critical acceleration 661 

transforming the loop operating mode for a given heat load. 662 

For the loading mode II, the initial vapor-liquid distribution in the loop will be changed by the 663 

acceleration effect, which is different from that at loading mode I and terrestrial gravity. Therefore, 664 

the operating performance also shows an obvious difference with that at loading mode I and 665 

terrestrial gravity, which can be seen from Fig. 7 to Fig. 10.  666 

When the acceleration is 5 g, the temperature of the vapor line, condenser, CCs and liquid line 667 

is within 1.0 oC for the case of 25 W and 80 W, as shown in Fig. 9(b). It indicates that there is no 668 

pure vapor in the vapor line and the DCCLHP operates at centrifugal force driven mode. However, 669 

as the heat load is 150 W, the DCCLHP operates at capillary force driven mode. The transition 670 

heat load falls somewhere between 80 W and 150 W. Increasing the acceleration to 7 g, the 671 

DCCLHP operates at centrifugal force driven mode for the case of 25 W and 150 W. But it 672 

operates at capillary force driven mode at 80 W. This similar situation occurs at 9 g although the 673 

loop operates at centrifugal force driven mode at 25 W, 150 W and 200 W, as shown in Fig. 9(d). 674 

As the acceleration is 11 g, as illustrated in Fig. 9(e), the DCCLHP operates at centrifugal force 675 

driven mode for the heat load varies from 25 W to 200 W. As a result, the transition heat load 676 

generally increases with the increase of the acceleration. Moreover, there exists a transition 677 

acceleration for a given heat load.  678 
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Additionally, it can be found from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 that the change of the operating 679 

temperature is not significant along with the acceleration under the centrifugal force driven mode. 680 

For instance, the steady-state operating temperature at 25 W ranges from 23.5 to 24.1 oC as the 681 

acceleration changes from 5 g to 11 g. This trend can be explained as follows. Due to a two-phase 682 

flow in the vapor line, the average density of the mixture increases with the liquid mass flow rate 683 

increasing as well as increases with the acceleration increasing. Since the pressure drop in each 684 

element of the loop is directly related to the total mass flow rate, the liquid mass flow rate entering 685 

the vapor line will naturally self-adjust to satisfy Eqs. (4) and (5). Additionally, the height 686 

difference between the condenser and evaporator along the acceleration direction keeps constant. 687 

According to Eq. (5), the pressure head from the acceleration remains almost the same as the 688 

acceleration increases. For a given heat load and sink temperature, the operating temperature will 689 

also keep almost the same. The above trend is similar with the situation in terrestrial gravity 690 

reported in reference [16, 22, 23].  691 

3.4.3. Operation at capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode 692 

When the heat load on the evaporator is larger than transition heat load, the total pressure drop 693 

in the loop is balanced by the capillary pressure. The operating principle of the DCCLHP is 694 

similar with that under the gravity-neutral configuration in terrestrial gravity. The centrifugal 695 

pressure head from the acceleration would help the flow circulation as an additional driving force. 696 

Thus, the heat transport capability of the DCCLHP will increase. Under this conditions, pure 697 

vapor occupies the vapor grooves and vapor line. It is due to the centrifugal force effect that the 698 

operation of the DCCLHP shows some differences from that under gravity.  699 

For the case of loading mode I, when the acceleration is 1 g and 3 g, the DCCLHP at different 700 

heat loads operates at capillary force driven mode. The operating temperature at 150 W and 200 701 

W shows remarkable difference comparing the cases of terrestrial gravity, 1 g and 3 g. While it 702 

shows very small differences at 250 W and 300 W, even relative to the same heat load at 5g and 703 

7g. Since the entire loop researches to a steady state before applying the acceleration, the 704 

centrifugal pressure head from the acceleration can change both the pressure balance and energy 705 

balance of the loop and could make the loop reach a new equilibrium. On one hand, the 706 

centrifugal pressure head increases the absolute pressure in the CCs and decreases the pressure 707 

difference between the evaporator and CCs. Therefore, the temperature difference between both 708 
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elements decreases according to Eq. (1), and the heat leak from the evaporator to CCs reduces. 709 

On the other hand, the liquid quantity in the CCs at small heat load is much less than that at large 710 

heat load. This vapor-liquid distribution is easily affected by the acceleration effect and might 711 

cause the heat leak decrease. Moreover, the liquid temperature at the exit of the liquid line remains 712 

almost the same and the subcooling carried by the returning liquid remains unchanged. Therefore, 713 

the evaporator temperature will show obvious drop at 150 W and 200 W. For the cases of 250 W 714 

and 300 W, the capillary force is much larger. The change of the pressure difference between the 715 

evaporator and CCs and the heat leak is not significant caused by the centrifugal force. Thus, the 716 

evaporator temperature shows slightly change.  717 

For the case of loading mode II, when the acceleration is 3 g, the DCCLHP operates at capillary 718 

force driven mode at different heat loads. Comparing to the case in gravity, the evaporator core 719 

could be filled with liquid. The centrifugal pressure head would lead to the absolute pressure 720 

increase in the CCs. This in turn leads to the pressure difference between the evaporator and CCs 721 

to raise. Consequently, a smaller temperature difference between both two elements is occurred, 722 

which further results in a lower heat leak from the evaporator to CCs. Moreover, the mass flow 723 

rate and the liquid temperature at the exit of the liquid line keep almost constant. The subcooling 724 

returning to the CCs also keeps almost constant. As a result, the evaporator temperature drops. 725 

Comparing the cases at different accelerations, it can be found that the condenser is not fully used 726 

as the loop operates at capillary force driven mode. It can be seen that for the cases of 250 W and 727 

300 W, the vapor-liquid interface is close to the end of the condenser. Hence, the change of height 728 

difference ∆H is small and can be neglected. When the acceleration increases, the temperature 729 

difference between the evaporator and CCs decreases and the heat leak from the evaporator to 730 

CCs decreases. But the subcooling of returning liquid also reduces due to the liquid temperature 731 

at the exit of the liquid line raises. Therefore, the operating temperature maybe change slightly.  732 

Here it is worth noting that the operating temperature of the DCCLHP at 250 W or 300 W 733 

remains almost the same under different acceleration conditions regardless of either loading mode. 734 

From the viewpoint of controlling the temperature of the airborne electronic devices, the capillary 735 

force driven mode is preferable as at this mode the almost constant operating temperature is 736 

obtained.  737 
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4. Conclusions 738 

The operating characteristics of the DCCLHP under acceleration force-assisted conditions 739 

were investigated both experimentally and theoretically. The various impact factors such as heat 740 

load, acceleration magnitude and loading mode were analyzed in a systematic manner. The 741 

operating principle under acceleration conditions was developed. Analyses of the theoretical and 742 

experimental results lead to the following main conclusions: 743 

(1) The effect of the assisted acceleration force can improve the operation of the DCCLHP 744 

compared to that under terrestrial gravity field. The operating temperature will be lower at a small 745 

heat load when the acceleration is higher. But at a large heat load, the change of the operating 746 

temperature is insignificant with the acceleration.  747 

(2) The classic “V-shape” curve of the operating temperature with heat load gradually 748 

degenerates to “/-shape” oblique line with the acceleration increase for both loading modes. The 749 

operating temperature at loading mode II is less than that at loading mode I. It is expected that 750 

for large acceleration and small heat load, the temperature difference of all the loop become 751 

extremely small at the loading mode II. 752 

(3) The DCCLHP under acceleration force assisted condition can operate at centrifugal force 753 

driven mode or capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode. The transition heat load from at 754 

centrifugal force driven mode to at capillary-centrifugal force co-driven mode increases with the 755 

acceleration increase.  756 

(4) The unique operating characteristics of the DCCLHP under acceleration force assisted 757 

condition are the outcome of the combined action of the loop pressure rebalance, vapor-liquid 758 

distribution, two-phase flow and heat transfer caused by acceleration effect.  759 
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